
1) The Rafters employ a full-time nanny to take care of their toddler. If the pay is 

   2,190 a month, how much will be paid over a period of 11 months?

2) An umbrella table for 8 at the Cleveland Air Show costs    1,150. How much will it 

cost to reserve 98 such tables? 

3) The gross weight of a container at a shipping yard is 38,648 pounds. If Noah, a crane 

operator, lifts 43 similar containers, how much weight in total does he lift?

4) Zoe's car does 28 miles to the gallon. How many miles can it travel using 1,760 gallons?

5) The population of a town was 74,380 in 1964. The number had witnessed a 13-fold 

increase by 1979. Calculate the 1979 population. 

4-digit & 5-digit by 2-digit: S2
Multiplication
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1) The Rafters employ a full-time nanny to take care of their toddler. If the pay is 

   2,190 a month, how much will be paid over a period of 11 months?

2) An umbrella table for 8 at the Cleveland Air Show costs    1,150. How much will it 

cost to reserve 98 such tables? 

3) The gross weight of a container at a shipping yard is 38,648 pounds. If Noah, a crane 

operator, lifts 43 similar containers, how much weight in total does he lift?

4) Zoe's car does 28 miles to the gallon. How many miles can it travel using 1,760 gallons?

5) The population of a town was 74,380 in 1964. The number had witnessed a 13-fold 

increase by 1979. Calculate the 1979 population. 

   24,090

   112,700

1,661,864 lb

49,280 miles

966,940

Answer Key
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